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ABSTRACT

In order to study themechanical properties of Z-pins reinforced laminated composite single-lap adhesively bonded
joint under un-directional static tensile load, damage failure analysis of the joint was carried out bymeans of test and
numerical simulation. The failure mode and mechanism of the joint were analyzed by tensile failure experiments.
According to the experimental results, the joint exhibits mixed failure, and the ultimate failure is Z-pins pulling
out of the adherend. In order to study the failure mechanism of the joint, the finite element method is used to
predict the failure strength. The numerical results are in good agreement with the experimental results, and the
error is 6.0%, which proves the validity of the numerical model. Through progressive damage failure analysis, it is
found that matrix tensile failure of laminate at the edge of Z-pins occurs first, then adhesive layer failure-proceeds
at the edge of Z-pins, and finally matrix-fiber shear failure of the laminate takes place. With the increase of load,
the matrix-fiber shear failure expands gradually in the X direction, and at the same time, the matrix tensile failure
at the hole edge gradually extends in different directions, which is consistent with the experimental results.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of science and technology, composite structures are widely used
in aerospace and other fields. According to statistics, more than 70% of the structural failure of
composite materials occurs in the joint. In addition, the whole oil tank and other parts have higher
requirements on the connection structure, thus, the design and application level of composite
structure are affected directly by the quality of composite material connection and assembly
technology. The commonly used methods to improve the connection performance include bond-
ing [1], mechanical connection [2], stitching [3], Z-pins [4,5] and so on. The Z-pins reinforcement
technology is currently a new technology in the field of Composite Toughening. It can enhance
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the load bearing capacity of joints by inserting thin cylindrical nails into composite materials [6],
which has the advantages of low cost and easy manufacturing. Pins can be made of metal or
composite materials.

In recent years, great progress has been made in the research on the mechanical behavior
of Z-pins reinforced composites [7–11]. The research on the failure mechanism and strength of
Z-pins reinforced composite joints started relatively late, and there is relative few research on
the progressive damage propagation behavior of Z-pins. Z-pins reinforcement technology can
improve the shear strength of single-lap joints and pull-out strength of T-joints greatly. Nguyen
et al. [12] studied the joints of pin reinforced composite materials and metal, and emphasized
the important effects of strengthening the adhesion force between pins and composite materials
on the mechanical properties of joints by means of experimental means, numerical simulation
and theoretical analysis. Bodjona et al. [13] reviewed the references on hybrid bonding-fastening
technology in recent years, focusing on two connection methods of composite structures. They
mainly discussed the respective characteristics of hybrid bonding–bolt connection and hybrid
bonding-pin connection, highlighted the blank areas in the literature, and predicted the future
research. Solmaz et al. [14] carried out progressive damage failure analysis on the bonded and
riveted double lap joints of braided composite materials. The maximum shear stress theory and
Hashin failure criterion were applied to determine the joint failure load and mode. The results
show that the strength of the joint is 2.72 times and 1.14 times higher than those of the single
adhesive joint and the single mechanical connection joint, respectively. From fixture design to
test result analysis, Kwon et al. [15] combined with numerical simulation method, carried out
experimental and numerical research on laminated composite mechanical joint, and used the
maximum stress theory, maximum strain theory and Tsai–Wu criterion to determine the failure
load, displacement and strength of the joints.

In summary, because the damage mechanism of Z-pins reinforced composite bonding joints is
more complicated than that of non-reinforced joints, the strength prediction and progressive dam-
age of Z-pins reinforced composite bonded joints have attracted much attention of researchers,
and have become a hot topic, and there is relative few research on the progressive damage
propagation behavior of Z-pins reinforced T700/TDE86 Carbon Fiber/epoxy resin composite
joints at present. Combined with the advantages of bonding technology and Z-pins reinforcement
method, the uniaxial static tensile test of Z-pins reinforced T700/TDE86 unidirectional laminated
composite SLJ was carried out in this paper. The failure mode and mechanism of the joints
were analyzed. The strength prediction and progressive damage failure analysis of the joints were
carried out by finite element method.

2 Test Specimen Material and Joint Structure

The Z-pins are T700 Carbon Fiber/epoxy resin composites with fiber volume content of 60%.
The bonding zone adhesive is J39 epoxy adhesive, the adherend is T700/TDE86 epoxy resin matrix
unidirectional laminate, the laying order is [0]10, and the fiber volume content is 60%.

Joint geometry configuration: the overall length of the joint test specimen is 200 mm, the lap
length of the joint is 20 mm, the size of adherend is 25 mm in width and 2 mm in thickness, the
thickness of adhesive layer is 0.3 mm, and the diameter, length and spacing of Z-pins are 0.8, 4.3
and 5 mm, respectively.

The geometry and Z-pins distribution of the Z-pins reinforced composite adhesively bonded
SLJ are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Z-pins reinforced composites adhesively bonded SLJ

3 Uniaxial Tensile Test

3.1 Test Equipment and Method
An INSTRON (5569) universal electronic tension and compression testing machine is used to

carry out the room temperature and quasi-static uniaxial tensile test, as shown in Fig. 2a. Accord-
ing to ASTM D 3165 [16], displacement controlled loading was adopted, and the longitudinal
tensile loading rate was 1 mm/min. The test specimen is clamped as shown in Fig. 2b, and the
testing machine is equipped with automatic data acquisition and processing system with high test
accuracy. Since the load line of the joint does not pass through the geometric center of the SLJ,
aluminum reinforcing plates with different thicknesses and the same length are pasted on both
ends of the specimen in order to balance the structural form of the antisymmetric joint, which can
not only prevent the specimen from being pinched, but also ensure that the load line acting on the
specimen passes through the geometric center of the joint. The fiber direction of unidirectional
laminate is 0◦ to the loading direction.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: INSTRON (5569) test machine and griped specimen. (a) Test machine
(b) griped specimen
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3.2 Failure Mode Analysis
The interface morphology of Z-pins reinforced composite adhesively bonded SLJ after failure

is shown in Fig. 3. It can be found that the interface failure is the dominant failure mode of the
joint. At the same time, with a small part of cohesive failure and fiber-tear failure, fiber tearing
occurs in the laminate between Z-pins, and the final failure mode is Z-pins pulling out from the
adherend. This kind of joint failure is also related to the material properties of Z-pins, and is
greatly affected by the interfacial shear stress between Z-pins and joints.

Figure 3: Failure modes of Z-pins reinforced composites SLJ (FTF—fiber-tear failure, IF—
interface failure, CF—cohesive failure)
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Figure 4: Load and displacement curves of Z-pins reinforced composites adhesively bonded SLJ

3.3 Failure Mechanism Analysis
The load-displacement curve of Z-pins reinforced composite adhesively bonded SLJ under

uniaxial tensile load is shown in Fig. 4. For single-lap joint, because the action line of the applied
load is not the same line of the geometric center of the lap structure, the applied load will produce
an eccentric bending moment, peel off the lap joint at the lap section, and also deform lap joint in
the shear direction. Therefore, Z-pins are subject to both normal and shear stresses at the interface
of the lap joint, and finally fail due to pulling out or breaking. The pulling-out and fracture of Z-
pins are related to the tensile strength of Z-pins and the shear strength of adhesive layer between
Z-pins and joints. In the experiments, no Z-pins fracture was found, and the final failure mode was
Z-pins pulling out. Five tensile tests are conducted, the corresponding load-displacement relations
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are shown in Fig. 4. However, there is a big variation in the peak load. The difference of the
peak values is mainly caused by process error and size error including thickness of adhesive layer,
thickness of laminate and position of Z-pins and so on.

4 Damage Failure Analysis

For the further analysis of the failure mechanism of T700/TDE86 unidirectional laminate
adhesively bonded SLJ under uniaxial tensile load, the ANSYS 14.0 finite element software is used
for numerical calculation, and the corresponding program is developed by using APDL language.
The schematic illustration of adhesive zone model of Z-pins reinforced composites SLJ is shown
in Fig. 5.

Adherends

Z-pins

Adhesive

8-node solid45 element

0-thickness inter205 cohesive element

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of lap zone model of Z-pins reinforced composites SLJ. (a) The
actual structure of Z-pins bonded joint (b) element types of lap zone model

To fundamentally analyze the bonded joint problem, the thin adhesive layer is modeled by
the proposed adhesive process zone model (APZM) [17]. In this work, the actual geometric
configurations of Z-pins reinforced composites SLJ are complex. A representative geometric con-
figuration of the Z-pins bonded joint is treated as two adjacent adherend plates sandwiching a
very thin adhesive layer, and Z-pins are inserted perpendicularly into the plates and the adhesive
layer as shown in Fig. 5a. The failure mode of Z-pins reinforced bonded joints depends on
loading conditions, and it could be matrix tensile failure, fiber tensile failure, matrix fiber shear
failure, delamination, adhesive layer failure and mixture of multiple failures. To predict the correct
failure mode under given loading condition, sudden degradation model is used to determine failure
mode. To simulate the joint cracking and Z-pins peeling off in the joint, the laminates, Z-pins
and adhesive layer are simulated by 8-node solid45 elements, and 0-thickness inter205 cohesive
elements sharing nodes with the neighbouring solid elements are used to represent the interfaces
between the laminates, adhesive layer and among Z-pins, as shown in Fig. 5b.

The adhesive layer is a linear elastic material, and the geometric nonlinearities of the adherend
and Z-pins are considered respectively. The geometric parameters of the numerical calculation
model of each joint are identical to those of the test specimen, with the X axis being in
the length direction of the model, and the Y and Z axes being in the width and thickness
directions, respectively.

4.1 Material Parameters, Loading and Meshing
The mechanical properties of unidirectional laminate and J39 adhesive are given in refer-

ence [18], the mechanical properties of Z-pin are shown in Tab. 1, and the relevant parameters
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of cohesive interface element are presented in Tab. 2. The constrained displacement and applied
load are shown in Fig. 6, and the axial tensile force applied at the end is 9.0 kN. The mesh of
the numerical model of the Z-pins reinforced joint is shown in Fig. 7, with the maximum element
size of 2 mm and the minimum element size of 0.125 mm. Mesh was refined in areas at the end
of lap joint and Z-pins, and around Z-pins.

Table 1: Mechanical properties of Z-pins (T700/ EPOXY)

E1(GPa) E2/E3(GPa) γ12/γ13 γ23 G12/G13(GPa) G23(GPa)

155 8.0 0.29 0.3 3.0 2.0

Table 2: Parameters of cohesive interface element

Location of Interface element T(MPa) δn(mm) δt(mm)

Adhesive interfaces 25 1.9 1.9
Interface of Z-pins 30 2.15 2.15

UY=0,UZ=0
P

UY=0
UZ=0
UX=0

40
Z

X

Adherend

AdherendAdhesive

Figure 6: Constrained displacement and applied load

Y          

X          Z           

Figure 7: The mesh of the numerical model of Z-pins reinforced joint
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4.2 Strength Prediction
The failure criteria of unidirectional laminates and adhesives are given in reference [18]. The

quadratic criterion [19] is used for evaluating the stiffness reduction of cohesive interface elements
in this paper, as given by[ 〈σ1〉
T

]2

+
[σ2

S

]2+ [σ3

S

]2 = 1 (1)

where, σ1—Interlaminar stress, 〈σ1〉 = σ1+|σ1|
2 ; σ2, σ3—Interlaminar shear stress; T , S—Tensile and

shear strengths.

An important factor affecting the failure behavior of the cohesive interface element is the
area under the force-displacement curve, i.e., energy release rate. Power index criterion based on
energy [19] is used to assess the failure of cohesive elements in this paper. The expression is
as follows:{
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where, GC
n ,G

C
s and GC

t are the critical fracture energies of normal, tangential one and tangential
two, respectively, and α is the material parameter.

The failure process described in this model is monitored by failure parameter [19]. The
expression of failure parameter is given as

SDEG= δ
f
m

(
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m − δ0m

)
δmax
m

(
δ
f
m− δ0m

) (3)

where, δ0m—Displacement critical value of interface element stiffness reduction; δ
f
m—Critical

displacement value of interface element failure; δmax
m —Maximum effective displacement dur-

ing loading.

The failure parameter is equal to 0 when it is before failure/damage initiation or just at the
failure/damage initiation point, and is 1 at the final failure point. The failure process is analyzed
by monitoring the change of the failure parameter.

For Z-pins reinforced joints, with the increase of the load, the adhesive layer and adherend
(such as the fiber or matrix of the laminate) will be damaged, and the material properties
will degenerate in the damaged area. In this paper, combined with the material performance
degradation method given by predecessors, it is assumed that if one element fails, the degradation
of material properties only affects this element, no other elements. The damage propagation of
different joints can be directly reflected by the damage degradation degree of the element material.
According to the experimental results of joint failure, five failure modes including matrix tensile
failure, fiber tensile failure, matrix fiber shear failure, delamination and adhesive layer failure are
considered. These five failure modes all adopt sudden degradation model, and the degradation
coefficient of material performance is shown in Tab. 3 [20].

The load displacement curve of Z-pins reinforced composite adhesively bonded SLJ is shown
in Fig. 8. The load displacement curve of test specimen 3# is compared with the numerical results,
because the load displacement curve of test specimen 3# is in the mean position of the load
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displacement curves of the five specimens. The numerical results show that when the uniaxial
tensile load reaches 4.18 kN, matrix tensile failure occurs firstly at the hole edge of the laminate.
When the load reaches 10.58 kN, matrix-fiber shear failure begins to appear at the interface near
the hole of laminate.

Table 3: Degradation engineering material constants [20]

Failure mode E11 E22 E33 G23 G13 G12 v12 v23 v13

Matrix 1 0.2 1 0.2 1 0.2 0 1 1
Fibre 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Matrix and fibre 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
Delamination 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Adhesive 1 1 0.2 1 1 1 1 1 0
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Figure 8: Load vs. displacement curves of Z-pins reinforced composite joint with three rows
of pins (t = 0.32 mm, L = 20.08 mm, FTF—fiber-tear failure, IF—interface failure, CF—
cohesive failure)

The failure load of the joint obtained by numerical simulation is 12.57 kN, and the dominant
failure mode of the joint is adhesive layer failure. The matrix tensile failure and a small part of
matrix-fiber shear failure at the hole edge of the laminate are consistent with the failure mode
of the test specimen. The predicted shear strength of the joint is 25.04 MPa, the experimental
shear strength is 23.61 MPa, and the error is 6.0%. The numerical results are in good agreement
with the experimental results, which proves the validity of the numerical model. The difference
of the initial stiffness between the numerical simulation and the experimental measurement is
mainly due to the slight differences between the material mechanical property parameters used
in the numerical simulation and those of the experimental specimen. The reason is that various
errors in the manufacturing process of the experimental specimen affect the material mechanical
property parameters.
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5 Progressive Damage Analysis

The damage propagation of Z-pins reinforced composite adhesively bonded SLJ is shown in
Fig. 9. Since the pore size of the laminate is far smaller than the overall geometric size of the
joint, the failure of the laminate is analyzed by taking the cell model at the hole edge as an
example in order to clearly reflect the damage propagation process of the laminate. The cell model
and location are shown in Fig. 9a.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: Damage evolution of Z-pins reinforced composites SLJ. (a) Model and location of single
cell at the hole edge of the laminate (b) damage evolution at the hole edge of the laminate
(c) evolution of adhesive damage

The progressive damage propagation process at the hole edge of laminates is shown in
Fig. 9b. Red indicates matrix tensile failure and green indicates matrix-fiber shear failure. It can be
appeared that when the load is 4.18 kN, the matrix tensile failure occurs at the interface position
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close to the hole edge thickness direction and the interface position in the Y direction. With the
increase of load, the damage along the thickness direction and Y direction gradually expands.
When the load reaches 10.58 kN, the matrix-fiber shear failure occurs along the x-direction at
the hole edge interface of the laminate. With the increase of load, the matrix-fiber shear failure
gradually expands along the X direction, and the matrix tensile failure at the hole edge expands
along the X, Y and Z directions.

The damage propagation process of the adhesive layer is shown in Fig. 9c. When the load
is 6.95 kN, the adhesive layer failure occurs firstly at the edge of the adhesive layer hole. With
the increase of load, the damage propagation speed of the adhesive layer is slow, and the damage
propagation is always in the small range of the hole edge at this stage. When the load reaches
10.45 kN, the shear failure occurs at the position 1.25 mm away from the free end in the X
direction of the adhesive layer, and then the failure of the adhesive layer gradually extends from
the end of the adhesive layer to both sides along the X direction until the final failure. The
damage propagation of adhesive layer is approximately symmetrical.

6 Conclusion

The failure mechanism, strength prediction and progressive damage failure of Z-pins rein-
forced composite single lap adhesive joints are systematically studied from the aspects of
experimental characterization and numerical simulation in this paper.

(1) The failure mode of the joint is dominated by the thin layer cohesive failure, accompanied
by a small part of interface failure and fiber-tear failure, and the final failure mode is
Z-pins pulling out from the adherend.

(2) The predicted shear strength of the joint is 25.04 MPa, the experimental shear strength is
23.61 MPa, and the error is 6.0%. The numerical results are in good agreement with the
experimental results, which proves the validity of the numerical model.

(3) The matrix tensile failure of laminate occurs first at the Z-pins edge, with the increase of
load, the damage along the thickness direction and Y direction gradually expands, and then
the damage of adhesive layer of Z-pins edge appears. The damage propagation of adhesive
layer is approximately symmetrical, and finally the matrix-fiber shear failure of laminate
occurs. With the increase of load, the matrix-fiber shear failure gradually expands in the
X direction, and the matrix tensile failure at the hole edge expands in different directions,
which are consistent with the experimental results.
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